HARMAN
FENSTERBAU

BUILT FOR GENERATIONS

BRILLIANT ENTRY DOORS
uPVC, Aluminum, Aluminum-Wood

BRILLIANT ENTRANCE DOORS
The brilliant entrance doors offer you timeless design with clear lines, which are reflected in the classic
models as well as in modern solutions. They all create enough space at the same time, to design
your entrance door according to your wishes. From an extended range of materials, various product
advantages that need to be exploited open up. Choose uPVC, Aluminum or Aluminum-Wood and
benefit from the mixture of appearance, functionality and energy efficiency.
With a brilliant entrance door, you choose a solid solution that leaves almost nothing to be desired.
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BRILLIANT *MODERN*

BRILLIANT *CONSTRUCTION*

insert panel
uPVC or aluminum
page 4-5

construction door
uPVC or aluminum
page 8-9

Excerpt from a total of eight models

Excerpt from a total of six models

Entry Door Models ..............................
Colors .......................................................
Glass ...........................................................
Sash Profiles ......................................
Safety .........................................................
Access Variants / Handles .............
Technical Data ...........................................

Excerpt from a total of seven models

BRILLIANT *CLASSIC*

BRILLIANT *PREMIUM*

insert panel
uPVC or aluminum
page 6-7

sash concealing attachment panel
aluminum or aluminum-wood
page 10-11
Excerpt from a total of eight models
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BRILLIANT *MODERN*

HT A 20-106
color: white

HT A 20-115

color: anthracite grey

HT A 20-105
color: white

HT A 20-107

color: anthracite grey

*MODERN*
ALUMINUM AND UPVC

HT A 20-108
color: white
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HT A 20-119

stainless steel application, onesided
color: anthracite grey

HT A 20-120
color: white

HT A 20-126

color: anthracite grey

Attention: the proportions of the entrance doors may differ from the illustration depending on the size of the door

HT A 20-108, color anthracite grey, glass satinato white with clear edge
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BRILLIANT *CLASSIC*

HT A 20-117

color: white
inside below without
ornamental frame
glazing bars between the
exterior pane

HT A 20-113

color: anthracite grey
inside below without cassettes
and ornamental frame
glazing bars between the
exterior pane

HT A 20-122

color: white
inside below without cassettes
and ornamental frame

*CLASSIC*
ALUMINUM AND UPVC

HT A 20-123

color: anthracite grey
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HT A 20-124

color: white
inside without cassettes and
ornamental frame
simulated divided lites (both
sides)

HT A 20-125

color: anthracite grey
decorative rosette only outside

Attention: the proportions of the entrance doors may differ from the illustration depending on the size of the door

HT A 20-113, color white, glass clear, glazing bars between the exterior panes
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BRILLIANT *CONSTRUCTION*

HT A 20-127
color anthracite grey

HT A 20-128

HT A 20-129

color white

color anthracite grey

HT A 20-135
color white

*CONSTRUCTION*
ALUMINUM AND UPVC

HT A 20-131

color anthracite grey
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HT A 20-132
color white

HT A 20-133
color anthracite grey

Attention: the proportions of the entrance doors may differ from the illustration depending on the size of the door

HT A 20-132, color anthracite grey, glass satinato white
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BRILLIANT *PREMIUM*

HT A 20-703

HT A 20-705

HT A 20-701

HT A 20-706

color: HWF-RAL3004-FMA
purple red

color: HWF-7774-FME
volcanic ash

color: HWF-RAL7016-FMA
anthracite grey

color: HWF-RAL9016-FMA
traffic white

*PREMIUM*
ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM-WOOD
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HT A 20-710

HT A 20-702

HT A 20-707

HT A 20-709

color: HWF-RAL9016-FMA
traffic white

color: HWF-RAL7040-FMA
window grey

color: HWF-DB703-FME
DB 703

color: HWF-RAL7016-FMA
anthracite grey
stainless steel applications one-sided

Attention: the proportions of the entrance doors may differ from the illustration depending on the size of the door

HT A 20-701, wood type pine, color 272C, glass satinato white
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COLORS, GLASS, SASH

COLORS ALUMINUM

GLASS
For all aluminum and aluminum-wood entrance doors, choose from the Harman Fensterbau
aluminum color chart (wood decor surfaces not available)

Beside clear glazing you can
choose three different kinds of
obscured glazing.
Furthermore you have the
possibility to choose satinato
white with clear edge (see
photo on page 5)
These options are available for
all Brilliant doors.

(surfaces from the pearl effect-, NCS-, DB- or RAL Design color chart are not available)

chinchilla white

mastercarre white

satinato white

COLORS UPVC
At all uPVC entrance doors you
can choose from one of these
six foils. You have the possibility
to choose this color only on the
outside and white on the inside
(one-side foiled) or the same
color on both sides (both-sided
foiled).

golden oak

mahogany

walnut

silver grey structured

anthracite grey structured

anthracite grey smooth**/ matt*

SASH PROFILES
Insert panel:
- models *modern* and *classic*
- classical view
- attachment hinges
- offset between sashframe and
panel visible, inside and
outside

Colors wood-surface inside for aluminum-wood entrance doors page 10-11

pine 2805

pine 272 C

pine 283 C

pine 2720

Attachment panel:
- aluminum *premium*
- modern, high quality look
- shapely hinges
- from the outside no
unaesthetic offset between
sashframe and panel visible
- fingerprint possible
- execution in security class
RC2
- possible
on request in aluminumwood execution

pine 2732

photo: aluminum doors
pine 2842

pine 281 J

pine 2506

spruce 3775

spruce 372 F

For all premium doors in Aluminum-Wood, you receive these colors from the Harman Fensterbau color chart without surcharge.
* smooth or matt depends on system: smooth at KF 694 S, matt at system KF 404 S
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** anthracite grey smooth not available for classic models
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SAFETY TECHNOLOGY

Every four minutes on average there is a burglary in
Germany. In addition to windows and patio doors,
entrance doors are a popular entry-level path for burglars.
With good security technology, however, the burglar
quickly abandons his plans, because he does not have
much time to remain undetected. So the solution is to
invest in security technology that has withstood the test
for a long time. That is why we place very high value on

On request, you can upgrade your uPVC entrance door
with the line *modern*, *classic* and *construction* as

very good safety technology - already in the standard version.
We offer these security components at no extra cost. Trust in
our expertise!
All premium models are equipped with the components 1
to 6. Models with glass can be upgraded with a P4A safety
glazing. Then these are also tested for security class RC2.

STANDARD-SAFETY COMPONENTS AT ENTRANCE DOORS WITH

STANDARD-SAFETY COMPONENTS AT ENTRANCE DOORS

*MODERN* AND *CLASSIC* (ALUMINUM AND UPVC) AND *CONSTUCTION* (UPVC)

PREMIUM AND CONSTRUCTION ALUMINUM

Standard Components

3
3

1

Blend-Frame

Lock tested corresponding to security class RC2
When closing the door the latch bolts drive 20 mm into
the bolting bar via a magnetic impuls at the top and
bottom of the door. Therefore the door is always closed without re-closing with a key
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1

well as your aluminum entrance door with the line *modern* and *classic*,with the safety components 5, 6 and 7
against surcharge.

3

Filling/Panel

6

1

6

1

Aluminum:
lock in safety class RC2 tested as with attachment panel.
Also with continuous bolting bar.

4

6

the main bolt can be locked with a key turn - the lever
blocks for control purposes, as a child safety lock and for
maximum security

2

Standard-components

Sash-Frame

2

uPVC:
When closing the door the latch bolts drive above,
below and in the middle 10 mm into the bolting bar.
Only by additional locking with the key more dead bolts
drive into the latch bolt and the door is actually closed.

3

interior handle in stainless steel and round or oval rosette (ES1-part): serves
as a pull protection for the cylinder

4

exposed hinges: triple safety on the hinge side

4

2
5
4

3

continuous bolting bar: protection against prying on the lock side

4

interior handle in stainless steel with exterior ring rosette (ES1-part): serves
as a pull protection for the cylinder

5

stable roller conveyor: triple security on the hinge side
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aluminum-doors:

aluminum-wood-doors:

Two hinge-side securities: the
opposite wedges get caught
when the door is closed and
offer additional protection
against prying

„Wedge-Fold“ as an
additional prying protection.
our patented „Wedge-Fold“
on the hinge side is another
pry-proof protection
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2

3

5

image: hinges and rosette of an aluminum entrance door
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+

7

Two hinge-side securities: the opposite wedges get caught when the
door is closed and offer additional protection against prying on the hinge
side

6

The panel is made with a thicker top layer that withstands external
impact for longer. Additionally the glazing consists of a P4A safety
glazing:
The exterior pane consists of a composite of two panes with integrated
security foil. Furthermore, the glazing is glued circumferential with a
special adhesive in the glass cutout.
Thus, the glass connection is secured.

7

Panel additionally glued:
so that the panel is secured against levering in the sash-frame, the panel will
be glued circumferentially with the sash-frame.

S

+

7

in safety:
P4A safety glazing:
The exterior pane consists of a composite of two panes with integrated
security foil. Furthermore, the glazing is glued circumferential with a
special adhesive in the glass cutout.
Thus, the glass connection is secured.

models HT A 20-701, 702, 703, 704, 705, 706, 127, 128, 129,
131, 132 and 135 with P4A safety glazing tested!

1

4

in safety:

5

THE PLU

7

S

THE PLU
5

models HT A 20-707, 709 and 133 are standard RC2 tested!

1

5

image: lock and hinges of an aluminum entrance door
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ACCESS VARIANTS / INTERIOR HANDLES

ACCESS VARIANT FINGERPRINT
With the comfortable and safe fingerprint you don‘t have to
carry a key. Fingers are unique and cannot be replicated.

Just pull the taught finger over the scanner, the green light will
illuminate and the door will unlock.

fingerprint integrated in the door leaf

optionally single space monitoring
with this variant you have the option to delete or shut down indivudual fingers.
Controllable with an App (if you have a smartphone with Bluetooth-function)
Installation height of the fingerprint approx. between 1350 mm and 1600 mm, depending on the door height and model.

INTERIOR HANDLES AND EXTERIOR ROSETTES
All entrance door models are provided with interior handles in stainless steel. Execution with handle outside and inside without surcharge
(exterior and interior handles are the same)

Interior handle set BA 3502
for uPVC entrance doors KF
404 S and aluminum-wood

inside
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outside

Interior handle BA 3503
for aluminum entrance
doors *premium*

inside

outside

Interior handle BA 3504 for
aluminum entrance doors and
uPVC doors KF 694 *modern*,
*classic*, *construction*

inside

outside

profile cylinder with drilling
protection and reversible
key

5 keys standard
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TECHNICAL DATA

BRILLIANT PREMIUM: ALUMINUM AND ALUMINUM WOOD

BRILLIANT MODERN, CLASSIC AND CONSTRUCTION
material

uPVC

Aluminum

material

aluminum

material

aluminum-wood

system

KF 404 S / KF 694

Exclusive

system

exclusiv

System

AHT 3-95

44 mm thick, triple glazing, Ug 0.16 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F) with
warm edge spacer

panel

48 mm thick, triple glazing, Ug 0.16 (BTU/
hr.ft2.°F) with warm edge spacer

building depth
aluminum-wood

frame 87 and door leaf 94 mm; glazing
Ug 0.12 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F) with warm edge spacer

color aluminum

Door with panel in standard colors see
aluminum-color chart Harman Fensterbau
(not wood decor). Special colors RAL possible
(fine structure and highly weather resistant
as fas as possible) (both sides same color or
outside color and inside white)

color aluminum
shell outside
color

standard colors see aluminum-color-chart
Harman Fensterbau (not wood decor). Special colors RAL possible (fine structure and
highly weather resistant as fas as possible)

door with panel RAL 9016 traffic white (foiled/acrylic)

door with panel RAL 9016 traffic white (colors optional)

lock

3 latches lock, without E-opener

automatic lock, without E-opener

cylinder

profile cylinder with emergency and danger function,
drill protection and 5 keys

profile cylinder with emergency and danger function,
drill protection and 5 keys

hinges

3 two-piece attachment hinges

3 three-piece attachment hinges

max. size

45-1/4“ x 88-1/2“ (1150 x 2250 mm) outside frame dim.

45-1/4“ x 88-1/2“ (1150 x 2250 mm) outside frame dim.

min.size

39-3/4“ x 80-1/2“ (1010 x 2050 mm) outside frame dim.

39-3/4“ x 80-1/2“ (1010 x 2050 mm) outside frame dim.

Ud-value

0.21 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F)

0.21 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F)

handles

stainless steel handle bar 600 mm outside (HT A 20-113, 117, 122, 123, 124 and 125)
stainless steel handle bar 1600 mm outside (HT A 20-105, 106, 107, 108, 115, 119, 120 and 126)
stainless steel handle bar 1000 mm outside (HT A 20-127, 128, 129, 131, 132, 133 and 135)

39-3/4“ x 80-1/2“ (1010 x 2050 mm) frame dim.

min size

38-1/2“ x 77-3/4“ (980 x 1980 mm) frame dim.

Ud-value

0.21 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F)
stainless steel handle bar 1600 mm outside

1100

automatic lock, without e-opener

cylinder

profile cylinder with emergency and danger
function, drill protection and 5 keys

hinges

3 three-piece hinges and „Wedge-Fold“

max. size

45-1/4“ x 88-1/2“ (1150 x 2250 mm) frame dim.

min. size

38-1/2“ x 77-3/4“ (980 x 1980 mm) frame dim.

Ud-value

0.18 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F)

handles

stainless steel handle bar 1600 mm outside

Aluminum-Wood AHT 3-95

44
92
22

Schnitt durch Haustür unten

81
48
48
81

feirer.christoph
2-10

Stand 03.09.2018
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Maßstab:
© Kneer-Südfenster

Irrtum und Änderungen vorbehalten

95

2030

Aluminium-Haustüren

*calculation basis Ud-value according to DIN EN ISO 10077-1
(door size 1150 x 2200 mm)

71

Maßstab:
© Kneer-Südfenster

1100

colors according to Harman Fensterbau color chart

lock

Exclusiv - einseitig flügelüberdeckend (Brillante Haustüren)
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25

10

20

82.5

2024

1848

8154

70
130

21073

8154

2100
132

106

70

21681

132

2100

LM:2030

4 mm

4 mm

14 mm

4 mm
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Diese Zeichnung/ CAD-Daten dürfen ohne unsere Genehmigung weder vervielfältigt noch Dritten zugänglich gemacht werden.
Ihre gemacht
Benutzung
ist nur für die Zwecke gestattet, für die wir sie ausdrücklich zur Verfügung gestellt haben.
Diese Zeichnung/ CAD-Daten dürfen ohne unsere Genehmigung weder vervielfältigt noch Dritten zugänglich
werden.
Ihre Benutzung ist nur für die Zwecke gestattet, für die wir sie ausdrücklich zur Verfügung gestellt haben.
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21680

145
5
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72
14 mm

104

4 mm

4 mm

14 mm

4 mm

116

max size

Aluminum Panel

1100

20

3 three-piece hinges and 2 hinge-side
securities

Schnitt durch Haustür oben und seitlich

LM:960

18

hinges

pine or spruce 4-layer system construction

72

14 mm

L

B-B

profile cylinder with emergeny and danger
function, drill protection and 5 keys

A-A

82.5

Pos. 04
AT 72 Exklusiv Flensburg_3-fach Glas
Kommission: HT Preisliste 2016
Innenansicht

88
106

cylinder

Exclusiv - einseitig flügelüberdeckend (Brillante Haustüren)

Aluminum Insert Panel

uPVC KF 694
18

automatic lock, without e-opener

handles
Aluminium-Haustüren

Vertikalschnitt
Vertikalschnitt
Haustür
Haustür
nach
nach
innen
innen
aufgehend
aufgehend
mit mit
44 mm
44 mm
Glas
Glas

uPVC KF 404 S

lock

Holz

70

mit 44 mm Glas

5

color

20

panel

44 mm thick, triple glazing, Ug 0.16 (BTU/hr.ft2.°F)
Vertikalschnitt
with
warm edge spacer
Haustür nach innen
aufgehend

feirer.christoph
2-20

Stand 03.09.2018
Irrtum und Änderungen vorbehalten
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